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What a journey! 

ü  Let’s recall the (not-so-humble) beginning! 
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ü  Around the time of the top discovery (~’95) top pair theory was already very sophisticated: 

Ø  Well-established NLO QCD corrections: 

•  Inclusive cross-section 
•  One-particle inclusive differential cross-section 
•  Fully differential tT production at NLO QCD 
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ü  Around the time of the top discovery (~’95) top pair theory was already very sophisticated: 

Ø  Some EW corrections were known, too. 

Ø  Another crucial and unique property of the top quark was understood:  

•  If Mtop > MW the top quark would decay very fast: 
•  t-> b+W and Γtop << Mtop.

Beenakker, Denner, Hollik, Mertig, Sack, Wackeroth `93 

è Therefore no toponium or top-flavoured bound states can exist! 

è Furthermore, in the limit Mtop >> MW, top production and decay would decouple from each 
other and both would be perturbative. 

è Thus studying stable tops was a very adequate approach then (and still is today; only recently 
we went beyond that; more later). 

Fadin, Khoze ‘87-90 
Strassler, Peskin ’90 
Orr ‘91 
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ü  We’ve come a long way since top discovery. Two driving factors: 

Ø  Experiment: 

•  With the top discovery we learned that, for sure, Mtop >> 40 GeV J 
•  Subsequent progress was driven by D0 and CDF, especially during RunII. 
•  Nowadays ATLAS and CMS have increased the pace, although certain observables 

are still dominated by Tevatron measurements (for example AFB, Mtop). 

Ø  Theory: 

Ø  We always want better theory and top pair production is the best playground since it 
offers all complications (i.e. toys) a theorist may wish for: 

•  Strongly interacting colored particle 
•  Decaying resonance 
•  Multiple colored particles at Born level so non-trivial color algebra 
•  A combination of massless and massive partons at Born level 

 
Ø  NLO corrections seemed large.  

All of the above injected strong motivation in going farther and doing things better.  
This long, winding and very productive story is the subject of the rest of this talk. 
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The rise of soft-gluon resummation 
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ü  Fixed Order calculations can be an expensive business.  

ü  Indeed going beyond NLO QCD in the 90’s simply wasn’t an option: as it turned out, the NLO 
calculations exhausted the “budget” for doing higher order calculations for the next 25 years! 

ü  During the second half of 1990’s a different kind of approach appeared:  
    soft gluon resummation. It became prominent once: 

•  NLL soft gluon resummation was developed, 
•  Some kinks in the earlier attempts for resummation were ironed out. 

 
 

ü  Soft-gluon resummation is still very much alive today because it is: 
•  Beautiful, tantalizing, controversial. 

ü  It is easy to demonstrate that, in principle, soft-gluon resummation works as intended: 

ü  The relevance of soft-gluon resummation for most “typical” observables is a separate question. 

Cacciari et al ‘11 

•  Note the failing FO result 
close to threshold 

•  And the much more stable 
resumed result there… 

Kidonakis, Sterman ‘95 
Bonciani, Catani, Mangano, Nason, Trentadue ’96-98 
Kidonakis, Laenen, Moch, R. Vogt ‘01 
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Fig. 3. – The relative scale uncertainty of the tt̄ cross-section, computed as a function of the
LHC collider energy at fixed order (NLO and NNLO) and including with soft-gluon resummation
(NLL and NNLL).

for example, in the search for supersymmetric top partners - the stops. The basic idea
is rather simple [20]: in searches for stops with mass that is only slightly above the top
mass, the stops decay to either a pair of top quarks or to the decay products of the top
quark. Either way, the conventional stop searches require separation of the stop signal
from the very similar and much larger top background. The ratio of the stop over top
cross-sections is shown in fig. 4 (left) for LHC 8 and 14 TeV. The computation of the
top cross-section is done at NNLO+NNLL with the program Top++ (2.0) [7], while
the stop cross-section is computed at NLO with the program Prospino(2.1) [21], using
consistently MSTW2008 in both programs. For a stop mass equal to the top mass the
ratio of cross sections is about 15%, decreasing quickly as the stop mass increases.

In fig. 4 (right) we show the “double” ratio R14/8(top + stop)/R14/8(top), where
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Fig. 4. – Stop production at LHC 8 and 14 TeV. Left plot: the ratio of the stop and top
production cross-sections. Right plot: the double ratio of the sum of top and stop cross-sections
at 8 and 14 TeV normalized to pure top pair cross-section at 8 and 14 TeV. The top pair
cross-section is evaluated at NNLO+NNLL with Top++(2.0) while the stop pair cross-section
is evaluated at NLO with the help of the program Prospino(2.1).
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ü  In the last 5 years or so, resummation was extended to NNLL (the developments were not 
always smooth, but eventually we got there). Many groups contributed to this extensive 
enterprise: 

Kidonakis 
Moch, Uwer 
Almeida, Sterman, Vogelsang 
Ahrens, Ferroglia, Neubert, Pecjak, Yang 
Beneke, Falgari, Schwinn 
Cacciari, Czakon, Mitov, Mangano, Nason 
Becher, Neubert 
Broggio, Papanastasiou, Signer 

ü  Soft gluon resummation, makes partial prediction for NNLO (and beyond). Its quality as a 
substitute for NNLO is debatable. Some prominent applications: 
•  Total cross-section 
•  Differential cross-section 
•  Top AFB 

ü  Even without direct phenomenology, soft gluon resummation provides certain inputs that are 
very useful (and were used) in complete NNLO calculations: 

•  Subtracting the divergences of two-loop amplitudes 
•  Fixed order calculations close to threshold.  
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NLO corrections to tT + X (associated tT production) 
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ü  The main effort in top pair production during the 2000’s went in the direction of many legs. 

ü  First, the associated production ttH was computed (very important phenomenologically) 

ü  A lesson from those calculations was that doing NLO calculations this way was hitting a hard 
wall [more on this later] 

ü  In parallel, the modern workhorses of experimental analyses were conceived: 
•  MCFM 
•  MC@NLO 
•  POWHEG 

ü  They allow, among others: 
Ø  working simultaneously with a number of processes (vital for estimating complex 

backgrounds in BSM searches – and top is always a background) 
Ø  interfacing NLO calculations with Parton Showers (mc@nlo/powheg) 

 
ü  The newest development in this direction is the aMC@NLO library: 
 

•  Interface any(*) NLO process with the parton shower of choice.  
•  All is fully automated; no deep understanding/profound computational skills are required 

from the user in order to answer the pheno questions he/she has! 

Campbell, Ellis 
Frixione, Webber 
Nason 

(*) Up to some reasonable multiplicity and with some reasonable simplifications 

Beenakker, Dittmaier, Kramer, Plumper, Spira, Zerwas ’01 
Dawson, Jackson, Orr, Reina, Wackeroth ‘02 

Alwall, Frederix, Frixione, Hirschi, Maltoni, Mattelaer, Shao, Stelzer, Torrielli, Zaro ‘14 
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ü  But much more has happened in the last several years! Advances in NLO technology made 
possible calculations unthinkable just few years ago: 

 
ü  Fully differential calculations of ttbar + (1jet, 2 jets, bb, gamma, etc) were completed: 

 
ü  NLO production + NLO top decay in narrow width approximation. 

 
ü  Finally, fully off-shell NLO production and decay, including interference effects. In some 

calculations the b-quark mass is taken to be zero, while in others the b-quark mass is retained.  

Bern, Dixon, Dunbar, Kosower `94 
Britto, Cachazo, Feng `04 
Ossola, Papadopoulos, Pittau `07 
Giele, Kunszt, Melnikov `08 

Dittmaier, Uwer, Weinzierl ’07 
Bevilacqua, Czakon, Papadopoulos, Pittau, Worek ‘09-’11 
Bredenstein, Denner, Dittmaier, Pozzorini ’10 
Melnikov, Scharf, Schulze ’10-’12 

Melnikov, Schulze ’09 
Bernreuther, Si ‘10 
Campbell, Ellis ‘12 

Denner, S. Dittmaier, S. Kallweit, and S. Pozzorini ‘10 
Bevilacqua, Czakon, van Hameren, Papadopoulos, Worek ’10 
Heinrich, Maier, Nisius, Schlenk, Winter ’13 
Frederix ‘13 
Cascioli, Kallweit, Maierhfer, Pozzorini ‘13 

ü  Full NLO production + decay matched to parton showers, through POWHEG: 
Ø  For the full off-shell case 
Ø  In the NWA 

Garzelli, Kardos, Papadopoulos, Trócsányi  `11 
Campbell, Ellis, Nason, Re ‘14 
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For the first time full control over Γtop effects. The circle closes in 20+ years: off-shell effects were 
estimated small  
 
 
and now, finally, they are verified directly. Indeed, the NWA works well in the bulk (say for 
inclusive x-sections), but fails close to kinematic boundaries. These can be important in some 
measurements (like top mass extraction from the kinematic endpoint).  

Pittau ’96 
Macesanu ‘01 
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EW corrections to tT production 
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ü  EW corrections to top pair production at hadron colliders have long history: 

ü  The effect on the total x-section is small (1%) and likely negligible even with NNLO QCD 

ü  But effects on tails could be much larger: 10% or more in the TeV range.  

ü  So far EW corrections have not been really considered in analyses, likely because of the lack of 
generic tools for their calculation. This is about to change with the addition of EW corrections 
to the aMC@NLO library. This will allow for: 
•  More flexibility 
•  Combining EW corrections with NNLO QCD.  

ü  EW+NNLO QCD will, ideally, become the standard for LHC Run II. 

ü  One place where EW correction became prominent was the top AFB where EW corrections 
account for 25% of the leading term.  

Beenakker, Denner, Hollik, Mertig, Sack, Wackeroth `93 
Kao, Ladinsky, Yuan ‘97 
Bernreuther, Fuecker, Si ‘06 
Kuehn, Scharf, Uwer ‘06 –’13  
Hollik, Kollar ‘07 

Hollik, Pagani  ‘11 
Bernreuther, Si ‘12 

Clearly EW effects can be relevant and need to be considered systematically in future analyses 
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NNLO QCD corrections to tT production 
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ü  Total inclusive cross-section known fully 

ü  First differential distributions have been computed for the Tevatron.  

ü  Methods are based on the subtraction scheme STRIPPER 

ü  Alternative approaches are possible 

ü  Work in progress based on antennae subtractions.  

ü  As a proof of principle the calculation of qq->tt (NF parts done). Very encouraging result 
although not yet pheno-relevant. 

ü  Alternative approach based on top pair PT resummation  

ü  Currently at NNLL and NLO; the remaining tasks for NNLO are not that formidable.  

Status 

P. Bernreuther, Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov ’12-’13 

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov ’14 and to appear 

Czakon ‘10 

Abelof, Gehrmann-De Ridder, Maierhofer, Pozzorini ‘14 

Abelof, Gehrmann-De Ridder ‘14 

Zhu, Li, Li, Shao, Yang ‘13 
Catani, Grazzini, Torre ‘14 
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Good agreement with LHC measurements 

ü  Independent F/R scales 
ü  MSTW2008NNLO 
ü  mt=173.3 

Prediction at NNLO+ resummation (NNLL) 

Pure NNLO 

Good agreement with Tevatron measurements 

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov ‘13 
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ü  … 
ü  Independent F/R scales variation 

ü  Good overlap of various orders (LO, NLO, NNLO). 
 
ü  Suggests the (restricted) independent scale variation is a good estimate of missing  
    higher order terms! 

Good perturbative convergence 

Scale variation @ Tevatron Scale variation @ LHC 

This is very important: good control over the perturbative corrections justifies 
less-conservative overall error estimate, i.e. more predictive theory.  
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LHC: general features at NNLO+NNLL 

ü  We have reached a point of saturation: uncertainties due to  

ü  scales (i.e. missing yet-higher order corrections)  ~ 3% 
ü  pdf (at 68%cl)                          ~ 2-3% 
ü  alphaS (parametric)                                    ~ 1.5% 
ü  mtop (parametric)                                              ~ 3% 

 
 à All are of similar size! 
 
 
 
 
ü  Soft gluon resummation makes a difference: scale uncertainty 5% à 3% 

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov  ‘13 

Czakon, Mangano, Mitov, Rojo  ‘13 
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14 The ATLAS Collaboration: Measurement of the tt̄ production cross-section using eµ events with b-tagged jets
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Fig. 6. Measurements of the tt̄ cross-section at
p
s = 7TeV

and
p
s = 8TeV from this analysis (eµ b-tag) together with

previous ATLAS results at
p
s = 7TeV using the ee, µµ and

eµ channels [51] and using a fit to jet multiplicities and miss-
ing transverse momentum in the eµ channel [52]. The uncer-
tainties in

p
s due to the LHC beam energy uncertainty are

displayed as horizontal error bars, and the vertical error bars
do not include the corresponding cross-section uncertainties.
The three

p
s = 7TeV measurements are displaced horizon-

tally slightly for clarity. The NNLO+NNLL prediction [2,3]
described in Sect. 2 is also shown as a function of

p
s, for fixed

mt = 172.5 GeV and with the uncertainties from PDFs, ↵
s

and QCD scale choices indicated by the green band.

A
eµ

represents the fraction of tt̄ events which have a true
opposite-sign eµ pair from t ! W ! ` decays (includ-
ing via W ! ⌧ ! `), each with pT > 25GeV and within
|⌘| < 2.5, and G

eµ

represents the reconstruction e�ciency,
i.e. the probability that the two leptons are reconstructed
and pass all the identification and isolation requirements.
A fiducial cross-section �fid

tt̄

can then be defined as �fid
tt̄

=
A

eµ

�
tt̄

, and measured by replacing �
tt̄

✏
eµ

with �fid
tt̄

G
eµ

in
Eq. (1), leaving the background terms unchanged. Mea-
surement of the fiducial cross-section avoids the system-
atic uncertainties associated with A

eµ

, i.e. the extrapo-
lation from the measured lepton phase space to the full
phase space populated by inclusive tt̄ production. In this
analysis, these come mainly from knowledge of the PDFs
and the QCD scale uncertainties. Since the analysis tech-
nique naturally corrects for the fraction of jets which are
outside the kinematic acceptance through the fitted value
of ✏

b

, no restrictions on jet kinematics are imposed in the
definition of �fid

tt̄

. In calculating A
eµ

and G
eµ

from the
various tt̄ simulation samples, the lepton four-momenta
were taken after final-state radiation, and including the
four-momenta of any photons within a cone of size �R =
0.1 around the lepton direction, excluding photons from
hadron decays or produced in interactions with detector
material. The values of A

eµ

are about 1.4% (including
the tt̄ ! eµ⌫⌫bb̄ branching ratio), and those of G

eµ

about
55%, at both centre-of-mass energies.

The measured fiducial cross-sections at
p
s = 7TeV

and
p
s = 8TeV, for leptons with pT > 25GeV and |⌘| <

2.5, are shown in the first row of Table 5. The relative un-

certainties are shown in the lower part of Table 3; the PDF
uncertainties are substantially reduced compared to the
inclusive cross-section measurement, and the QCD scale
uncertainties are reduced to a negligible level. The tt̄ mod-
elling uncertainties, evaluated from the di↵erence between
Powheg+Pythia and MC@NLO+Herwig samples in-
crease slightly, though the di↵erences are not significant
given the sizes of the simulated samples. Overall, the anal-
ysis systematics on the fiducial cross-sections are 6–11%
smaller than those on the inclusive cross-section measure-
ments.

Simulation studies predict that 11.9±0.1% of tt̄ events
in the fiducial region have at least one lepton produced via
W ! ⌧ ! ` decay. The second row in Table 5 shows the
fiducial cross-section measurements scaled down to remove
this contribution. The third and fourth rows show the
measurements scaled to a di↵erent lepton fiducial accep-
tance of pT > 30GeV and |⌘| < 2.4, a common phase space
accessible to both the ATLAS and CMS experiments.

7.2 Top quark mass determination

The strong dependence of the theoretical prediction for �
tt̄

on m
t

o↵ers the possibility of interpreting measurements
of �

tt̄

as measurements of m
t

. The theoretical calculations
use the pole mass mpole

t

, corresponding to the definition
of the mass of a free particle, whereas the top quark mass
measured through direct reconstruction of the top decay
products [55] may di↵er from the pole mass by O(1GeV)
[56]. It is therefore interesting to compare the values of
m

t

determined from the two approaches, as explored pre-
viously by the D0 [57] and CMS [58] collaborations.

The dependence of the cross-section predictions (calcu-
lated as described in Sect. 2) on mpole

t

is shown in Fig. 7 at
both

p
s = 7TeV and

p
s = 8TeV. The calculations were

fitted to the parameterisation proposed in Ref. [2], namely:

�theo
tt̄

(mpole
t

) = �(mref
t

)

 
mref

t

mpole
t

!4

(1 + a1x+ a2x
2) (2)

where the parameterisation constant mref
t

= 172.5GeV,
x = (mpole

t

�mref
t

)/mref
t

, and �(mref
t

), a1 and a2 are free
parameters. This function was used to parameterise the
dependence of �

tt̄

on m
t

separately for each of the NNLO
PDF sets CT10, MSTW and NNPDF2.3, together with
their uncertainty envelopes.

Figure 7 also shows the small dependence of the exper-
imental measurement of �

tt̄

on the assumed value of m
t

,
arising from variations in the acceptance and Wt single
top background, as discussed in Sect. 6. This dependence
was also parameterised using Eq. (2), giving a derivative
of d�

tt̄

/dm
t

= �0.28± 0.03%/GeV at 172.5GeV for both
centre-of-mass energies, where the uncertainty is due to
the limited size of the simulated samples. Here, m

t

repre-
sents the top quark mass used in the Monte Carlo genera-
tors, corresponding to that measured in direct reconstruc-
tion, rather than the pole mass. However, since this exper-
imental dependence is small, di↵erences between the two

ATLAS 1406.5375v2 

ü  The cross-section agrees well: 

ü  But the 8TeV/7TeV ratio not so much: An interesting observable also for top pairs and jets ?
[ANDERSEN, MAÎTRE, SMILLIE, WINTER; LES HOUCHES 2011 PROCEEDINGS]
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!  EW corrections: are they readily available and easy to include in th/exp analyses? 

•  Computed - yes, available  - not really, in a useful way – no. 
•  Can be redone nowadays, perhaps the only question is how to do that so it is useful to  

           combine with QCD and use in analyses. Feedback welcome. 

!  Ratios 7,8 and 13,14: specific ideas for what to compute and measure. With motivation please… 

•  Talk by J. Rojo: while x-section agree well (th/exp)  
     but the 8TeV/7TeV ratio is not that good. 

            Is the ratio (and its errors) taken correctly? 
            (Recall M. Czakon’s talk today). 
 
!  The role of top decay: when it matters (much)? 

•  By now we know well that in the bulk of distributions NWA is good. Tails and other special  
           kinemics regions need special attention (all NLO talks).  
           Multi-particle correlations can be affected, too. 

•  S. Prestel told us that when resonances are  
    decaying beyond NWA, showers can be tricky. 

 
•  J. Winter suggested a new variable  

           that might be useful in the context of tt+many jets.  
           So far studied only for W+jets # 

 Need for fully merged NLO samples 

Some specific discussions/outcomes 

14

 Compare theory predictions for the 8 TeV / 7 TeV ratio with the recent ATLAS measurement:

 Interestingly, the data seem to undershoot the theory prediction by 2-sigma, and the tension 
with AMB11 is enhanced (3 sigma). To be understood ...

 For the 14 TeV / 8 TeV ratio, 10% spread between different PDF sets: clear discrimination power, 
but needs dedicated measurements

 The cross-section ratios are essentially independent of the value of the top quark mass used

Juan Rojo                                                                                                                          Top Differential Workshop, Cannes, 27/09/2014
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ü  Large QCD corrections: NNLO ~ 27% of NLO (recall EW is 25% of NLO). 

      è This was not expected, given soft-gluon resummation suggests negligible correction. 

ü  Adding all corrections AFB ~ 10%.  

ü  Agrees with D0 and CDF/D0 naive combination 
ü  Less than 1.5σ below CDF 

 
ü  We observe good perturbative convergence (based on errors from scale variation) 

u   NLO, NNLO :  
     exact numerator and denominator 
u   nlo, nnlo : expanded in powers of aS 

3

or alternatively, by expanding the ratio eq. (1) in pow-
ers of ↵S . 2 Provisionally allowing for EW corrections,
Eq. (1) can schematically be written 3 as
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The parameter  above controls the perturbative accu-
racy of A

FB

, i.e. it switches between NLO ( = 0 with
NLO pdf set) and NNLO ( = 1 with NNLO pdf set)
QCD corrections (i.e. LO and NLO corrections to A

FB

).
In this work we compute the di↵erential asymmetries

based on the unexpended definition (4) and without in-
cluding EW corrections. For the inclusive asymmetry,
however, we utilise both definitions (4,5) and also include
EW corrections. We do not include EW corrections to
the denominators Di since EW e↵ects to the total cross-
section are very small O(1%), see e.g. Ref. [52]. The nu-
merator New for the inclusive asymmetry A

FB

is taken
from Table 2 in Ref. [26]. We have checked that the e↵ect
of the di↵erent pdf and mt value used in Ref. [26] have
negligible e↵ect on the QCD numerator N

3

and so we
expect the same to hold for New. The factor New is com-
puted in Ref. [26] only for µR = µF . Therefore, only for
the inclusive asymmetry, we compute the scale variation
by always keeping µR = µF . We also note that the scale
variation of A

FB

is derived from the consistent scale vari-
ation of the ratio, i.e. both numerator and denominator
in eqs. (4,5) are computed for each scale value.

The results for the inclusive asymmetry are given in
fig. 1. The rapidity dependence of A

FB

and of the corre-
sponding di↵erential distribution, are given in fig. 2. The
Mt¯t and PT,t¯t dependence is shown, respectively, in fig. 3
and fig. 4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

- The corrections to the PT,t¯t asymmetry, fig. 4, are
almost PT,t¯t independent - in line with what was already
observed by CDF and with the likeliest colour structure
of the expected contributions [31].

-A
FB

(P
T,t¯t) indicates that the large corrections to the

inclusive A
FB

are from events with emissions with PT >

2

Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since

the ↵S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-

ertheless, following the existing literature, we consider it as an

indication of the sensitivity of A

FB

to missing higher order terms.

3

The term New contains some terms that involve powers of ↵S .

We ignore this ↵S-dependence in the power counting in eq. (5).
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW (red). Computed at NLO and NNLO. Capital let-
ters (NLO, NNLO) correspond to the unexpanded definition
(4), while small letters (nlo, nnlo) to the definition (5). Sce-
nario 11 is derived by setting  = 0 in the term ⇠ New in (5).
The CDF/D0 (naive) average is from Ref. [27]. Error bands
are from scale variation only.

10GeV. The relative size of the corrections is in line with
tt̄j.
- Say something about statistical errors.
- explain the accidentally small scale error for the ex-

panded definition (5) of A
FB

.
- At the end it is not clear what A

FB

has to do with
BSM since it is really a non-perturbative physics and
measures the asymmetry in the proton valence pdf’s. In
this sense A

FB

is the dual e↵ect of the perturbative gen-
eration of strange asymmetry [43]; indeed the diagrams
are exactly the same (compare fig. 1 from Ref. [43] with
fig.3a of Ref. [2]), up to crossing legs from the initial to
the final state and setting to zero the top mass which
plays no essential role anyway. It is curious to remem-
ber the crucial role this generated asymmetry played in
clarifying the so-called NuTeV anomaly. Finally, in the

absence of other predictions, our results can serve as an
indication that yet higher loop corrections to the split-
ting functions may be anticipated to bring substantial
corrections to the perturbatively generated strange (or
b, c, t) asymmetry in the proton.
- We note that the unexpanded definition (4) more-

closely resembles the experimental measurements and is,
likely, better justified. Detailed comparison between the
two definitions is given below.

We thank Dante Amidei, Tom Ferbel, Amnon Harel,
Regina Demina and Jon Wilson for clarifications about
the experimental results. We also thank S. Dittmaier for
kindly providing us with his code for the evaluation of
the one-loop virtual corrections. The work of M. C. and
P. F. was supported by the German Research Founda-

Results for inclusive AFB 

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov ‘14 
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FIG. 2: The |�y| di↵erential distribution (top) and asym-
metry (bottom) in pure QCD at LO (grey), NLO (blue) and
NNLO (orange) versus CDF [2] and D0 [1] data. Error bands
are from scale variation only. For improved readability some
bins are plotted slightly narrower. The highest bins contain
overflow events.

which appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion
of the EW corrections, however, breaks this pattern and
brings the scale dependence in line with the unexpanded
definition eq. (4).
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TABLE I: Sizes of the various principle contributions to the
numerator of the inclusive A

FB

at NNLO in pure QCD. The
size of the numerator is given in table II.

The relative contributions of the principle NNLO cor-
rections (factorisation, RR, RV, and VV) to the inclusive
numerator in eq. (4) are given in table I. From this table
we conclude that the inclusive asymmetry at NNLO is
driven by a strong cancellation of RR and RV contribu-
tions. The contribution from factorisation (which is of
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FIG. 3: As in fig. 2 but for the Mt¯t di↵erential asymmetry.
Both lowest and highest bins contain overflow events.

NLO complexty) is sizeable while the pure virtual cor-
rection is quite small. We have also checked that the nu-
merator ↵4

SN4 almost exclusively originates in the qq̄ par-
tonic channel. Where present, the contribution to ↵4

SN4

due to the qg reaction is two orders of magnitude smaller
than qq̄ and the remaining qq0-type of partonic reactions
are another two orders of magnitude smaller. This pat-
tern is in line with the contributions of these partonic
reactions to the total inclusive cross-section [33–36].
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TABLE II: Comparison of the numerator in eq. (4) and the
inclusive asymmetry A

FB

in pure QCD at NLO (with NLO
pdf set), NNLO and NLO+NNLL (from Ref. [20]). Only
errors from µF = µR scale variation are shown.
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which appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion
of the EW corrections, however, breaks this pattern and
brings the scale dependence in line with the unexpanded
definition eq. (4).
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NLO complexty) is sizeable while the pure virtual cor-
rection is quite small. We have also checked that the nu-
merator ↵4

SN4 almost exclusively originates in the qq̄ par-
tonic channel. Where present, the contribution to ↵4

SN4

due to the qg reaction is two orders of magnitude smaller
than qq̄ and the remaining qq0-type of partonic reactions
are another two orders of magnitude smaller. This pat-
tern is in line with the contributions of these partonic
reactions to the total inclusive cross-section [33–36].
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errors from µF = µR scale variation are shown.
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The slope of AFB 

•  It was noted previously that the differential asymmetry is close to a straight line 

•  For the rapidity dependence it is clear it is actually slightly curved at both NLO and NNLO 

•  For Mtt at NNLO is very close to a straight line – unlike NLO 
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cally, in table II we compare 4 the exact results for AFB

and its numerator (defined as the QCD part of the nu-
merator in eq (4)) through NNLO in QCD, with the
NLO+NNLL predictions of Ref. [20]. As can be con-

cluded from table II, the ratio A(NNLO)
FB /A(NLO)

FB is 1.27
(1.13) for AFB defined through eq. (4) (eq. (5)). The cor-
responding ratio for the numerator of the asymmetry is
1.34, which is even larger than that for AFB. Clearly the
corrections to both quantities are significantly di↵erent
from the ones in approximate NNLO. 5

The large di↵erence between AFB predicted in exact
and approximate NNLO can be understood from the
PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB. We recall that soft gluon re-
summation applies to kinematical configurations that re-
semble the Born one, i.e. it should mainly contribute to
the small PT,tt̄ bins.

As fig. 4 suggests, harder radiation generates a signif-
icant portion of the NNLO corrections. Looking at the
cumulative di↵erential asymmetry AFB(PT,tt̄  Pcut

T,tt̄)
and the corresponding cumulative numerator, not shown
here, we observe that in the first bin P cut

T,tt̄  10GeV
(where soft gluon resummation should be most relevant)
the NLO and NNLO numerators are practically equal,
i.e. the 10% shift from NLO to NNLO in the first bin
in fig. 4 is exclusively due to the di↵erence between
NLO and NNLO denominators. With the inclusion of
the next bins, however, the NLO and NNLO numera-
tors start to di↵er quite rapidly. We observe that about
50% of the di↵erence between the fully inclusive NLO
and NNLO numerators is generated by the second bin
10GeV  Pcut

T,tt̄  20GeV, while the remaining 50% of

the di↵erence comes from bins with P cut
T,tt̄ > 20GeV. Fur-

ther details will be given in a forthcoming publication.
Analysing the PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB, the CDF col-

laboration [2] noted that the discrepancy between data
and NLO QCD appears to be independent of PT,tt̄. It

4

The settings in both papers are the same, except for a small

di↵erence of 0.2GeV in the value of mt which we neglect.

5

We refrain from directly comparing di↵erential asymmetries be-

cause in this work we define them through eq. (4) while the ones

in Ref. [20] are defined through eq. (5).

is easy to see from fig. 4 that the di↵erence between
NNLO and NLO corrections to the PT,tt̄ asymmetry for
PT,tt̄ � 10GeV follow precisely this pattern and is, fur-
thermore, consistent with the analysis of Ref. [31].

The pdf uncertainties are generally small and have
not been included in the results of this paper. To es-
timate pdf uncertainties, we compute AFB in NLO QCD
with both NLO and NNLO pdf sets (MSTW2008 (68%
CL) [44]). In inclusive quantities like the inclusive AFB

and numerator in eq. (4), the pdf uncertainty is smaller
than the scale uncertainty by a factor between 2 and 4
and thus can be safely neglected. Similar pattern is ob-
served in the di↵erential asymmetry with the exception
of AFB(Mtt̄) in the two highest Mtt̄ bins. In these two
bins, we observe comparable in size pdf and scale uncer-
tainties, albeit both are rather asymmetric and point in
opposite directions. Therefore, realistic theory error es-
timate in the two largest Mtt̄ bins require the inclusion
of pdf uncertainty; the total uncertainty will then be ap-
proximately symmetric and equal in size to the larger
scale variation (the one facing down) depicted in fig. 3.

The Monte Carlo (MC) integration error in all our re-
sults is insignificant. Specifically, its relative contribution
to the inclusive asymmetry and cross-section is at the
permil and sub-permil levels, respectively. In di↵erential
distributions this error is at the few–permil level in each
bin. The relative MC error in the di↵erential asymme-
tries is typically below 1% in each bin, with the exception
of the largest Mtt̄ bin and the 60  PT,tt̄  70GeV bin
where it is about 1.5% (for central scales).

In summary, in this work we have computed the largest
missing SM correction to AFB from NNLO QCD. We
observe significant correction to the inclusive and di↵er-
ential asymmetry.

We thank Dante Amidei, Tom Ferbel, Amnon Harel,
Regina Demina and Jon Wilson for clarifications about
the experimental results. We also thank S. Dittmaier
for kindly providing us with his code for the evalu-
ation of the one-loop virtual corrections and Markus
Schulze for a comparison with the results of Ref. [30,
53]. The work of M. C. and P. F. was supported by
the German Research Foundation (DFG) via the Son-
derforschungsbereich/Transregio SFB/TR-9 “Computa-
tional Particle Physics”, and the Heisenberg programme.
The work of A. M. is supported by the UK Science and
Technology Facilities Council [grants ST/L002760/1 and
ST/K004883/1].
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which appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion
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brings the scale dependence in line with the unexpanded
definition eq. (4).
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at NNLO in pure QCD. The
size of the numerator is given in table II.

The relative contributions of the principle NNLO cor-
rections (factorisation, RR, RV, and VV) to the inclusive
numerator in eq. (4) are given in table I. From this table
we conclude that the inclusive asymmetry at NNLO is
driven by a strong cancellation of RR and RV contribu-
tions. The contribution from factorisation (which is of
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NLO complexty) is sizeable while the pure virtual cor-
rection is quite small. We have also checked that the nu-
merator ↵4

SN4 almost exclusively originates in the qq̄ par-
tonic channel. Where present, the contribution to ↵4

SN4

due to the qg reaction is two orders of magnitude smaller
than qq̄ and the remaining qq0-type of partonic reactions
are another two orders of magnitude smaller. This pat-
tern is in line with the contributions of these partonic
reactions to the total inclusive cross-section [33–36].

In contrast to the negligible approximate NNLO QCD
correction to AFB inferred from soft-gluon resummation
[19, 20], in this work we find that the exact NNLO QCD
correction to the inclusive AFB is, in fact, large. Specifi-

3

that there are no implied cuts on the top quark distri-
butions. Thus in our calculation we do not impose any
cuts on top quarks besides the explicit binning. Our cal-
culation includes all partonic reactions that contribute
to inclusive tt̄ production in pure QCD without making
any approximations. We have checked that our calcula-
tion reproduces �tot from [33–36] for each value of µR, µF

with precision better than one permil; we also observe
cancellation of Infra Red (IR) singularities in each bin.
At NLO our calculation agrees with MCFM [23]. The
predicted PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB in the non-central bins
(with PT � 10GeV) at NNLO (see fig. below) is consis-
tent with the corresponding results [30, 53] for the NLO
QCD corrections to pp ! tt̄+ j at NLO.

In this work we use two definitions for AFB that are
formally equivalent through NNLO. One might define the
asymmetry either through the ratio eq. (1), i.e. by keep-
ing the exact results in both the numerator and denomi-
nator, or alternatively, by expanding the ratio eq. (1) in
powers of ↵S . 2 Allowing for EW corrections, eq. (1) can
be written 3 as
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The parameter  above controls the perturbative accu-
racy of AFB, i.e. it switches between NLO ( = 0 with
NLO pdf set) and NNLO ( = 1 with NNLO pdf set)
QCD corrections (i.e. LO and NLO corrections to AFB).

In this work we compute the di↵erential asymmetries
based on the unexpended definition (4) and without in-
cluding EW corrections. For the inclusive asymmetry,
however, we utilise both definitions (4,5) and also include
EW corrections. We do not include EW corrections to
the denominators Di since EW e↵ects to the total cross-
section are very small O(1%), see e.g. Ref. [52]. The nu-
merator New for the inclusive asymmetry AFB is taken
from Table 2 in Ref. [26]. We have checked that the e↵ect
of the di↵erent pdf and mt value used in Ref. [26] have
negligible e↵ect on the QCD numerator N3 and so we
expect the same to hold for New. The factor New is com-
puted in Ref. [26] only for µR = µF . Therefore, only for
the inclusive asymmetry, we compute the scale variation
by always keeping µR = µF . We also note that the scale

2

Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since

the ↵S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-

ertheless, following the existing literature, we consider it as an

indication of the sensitivity of A

FB

to missing higher order terms.

3

The term New contains some terms that involve powers of ↵S .

We ignore this ↵S-dependence in the power counting in eq. (5).
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW (red). Computed in NLO and NNLO QCD; EW
corrections are from [26]. Capital letters (NLO, NNLO) cor-
respond to the unexpanded definition (4), while small letters
(nlo, nnlo) to the definition (5). Scenario 11 is derived by
setting  = 0 in the term ⇠ New in (5). The CDF/D0 (naive)
average is from Ref. [27]. Error bands are from scale variation
only. Our final prediction corresponds to scenario 10.

variation of AFB is derived from the consistent scale vari-
ation of the ratio, i.e. both numerator and denominator
in eqs. (4,5) are computed for each scale value.
The results for the inclusive asymmetry are given in

fig. 1. The rapidity dependence of AFB and of the cor-
responding di↵erential distribution, are given in fig. 2.
The Mtt̄ and PT,tt̄ dependences are shown, respectively,
in fig. 3 and fig. 4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We observe, see fig. 1, that the central values of the ex-
panded (5) and unexpanded (4) definitions of AFB di↵er
significantly at NLO but less so at NNLO. While the un-
expanded definition (4) closely resembles the experimen-
tal setup, the consistency of the two definitions within un-

certainties renders the question about choosing the more
appropriate one largely irrelevant. In line with the previ-
ous literature we thus choose as our final AFB prediction
scenario 10 in fig. 1 which is derived with the expanded
definition (5) and includes EW [26] corrections

ASM
FB = 0.095± 0.007 . (6)

As evident from all figures, the inclusion of higher order
QCD e↵ects reduces the scale errors for both di↵erential
distributions and inclusive and di↵erential asymmetries.
The only exception is the PT,tt̄ dependent asymmetry
whose scale behaviour at NLO QCD is atypical. We also
point out the small scale error for the expanded AFB

definition (5) in pure QCD at both NLO and NNLO,

3

that there are no implied cuts on the top quark distri-
butions. Thus in our calculation we do not impose any
cuts on top quarks besides the explicit binning. Our cal-
culation includes all partonic reactions that contribute
to inclusive tt̄ production in pure QCD without making
any approximations. We have checked that our calcula-
tion reproduces �tot from [33–36] for each value of µR, µF

with precision better than one permil; we also observe
cancellation of Infra Red (IR) singularities in each bin.
At NLO our calculation agrees with MCFM [23]. The
predicted PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB in the non-central bins
(with PT � 10GeV) at NNLO (see fig. below) is consis-
tent with the corresponding results [30, 53] for the NLO
QCD corrections to pp ! tt̄+ j at NLO.
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The parameter  above controls the perturbative accu-
racy of AFB, i.e. it switches between NLO ( = 0 with
NLO pdf set) and NNLO ( = 1 with NNLO pdf set)
QCD corrections (i.e. LO and NLO corrections to AFB).

In this work we compute the di↵erential asymmetries
based on the unexpended definition (4) and without in-
cluding EW corrections. For the inclusive asymmetry,
however, we utilise both definitions (4,5) and also include
EW corrections. We do not include EW corrections to
the denominators Di since EW e↵ects to the total cross-
section are very small O(1%), see e.g. Ref. [52]. The nu-
merator New for the inclusive asymmetry AFB is taken
from Table 2 in Ref. [26]. We have checked that the e↵ect
of the di↵erent pdf and mt value used in Ref. [26] have
negligible e↵ect on the QCD numerator N3 and so we
expect the same to hold for New. The factor New is com-
puted in Ref. [26] only for µR = µF . Therefore, only for
the inclusive asymmetry, we compute the scale variation
by always keeping µR = µF . We also note that the scale

2

Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since

the ↵S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-

ertheless, following the existing literature, we consider it as an

indication of the sensitivity of A

FB

to missing higher order terms.

3

The term New contains some terms that involve powers of ↵S .

We ignore this ↵S-dependence in the power counting in eq. (5).
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW (red). Computed in NLO and NNLO QCD; EW
corrections are from [26]. Capital letters (NLO, NNLO) cor-
respond to the unexpanded definition (4), while small letters
(nlo, nnlo) to the definition (5). Scenario 11 is derived by
setting  = 0 in the term ⇠ New in (5). The CDF/D0 (naive)
average is from Ref. [27]. Error bands are from scale variation
only. Our final prediction corresponds to scenario 10.

variation of AFB is derived from the consistent scale vari-
ation of the ratio, i.e. both numerator and denominator
in eqs. (4,5) are computed for each scale value.
The results for the inclusive asymmetry are given in

fig. 1. The rapidity dependence of AFB and of the cor-
responding di↵erential distribution, are given in fig. 2.
The Mtt̄ and PT,tt̄ dependences are shown, respectively,
in fig. 3 and fig. 4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We observe, see fig. 1, that the central values of the ex-
panded (5) and unexpanded (4) definitions of AFB di↵er
significantly at NLO but less so at NNLO. While the un-
expanded definition (4) closely resembles the experimen-
tal setup, the consistency of the two definitions within un-

certainties renders the question about choosing the more
appropriate one largely irrelevant. In line with the previ-
ous literature we thus choose as our final AFB prediction
scenario 10 in fig. 1 which is derived with the expanded
definition (5) and includes EW [26] corrections

ASM
FB = 0.095± 0.007 . (6)

As evident from all figures, the inclusion of higher order
QCD e↵ects reduces the scale errors for both di↵erential
distributions and inclusive and di↵erential asymmetries.
The only exception is the PT,tt̄ dependent asymmetry
whose scale behaviour at NLO QCD is atypical. We also
point out the small scale error for the expanded AFB

definition (5) in pure QCD at both NLO and NNLO,

•  CDF (dashes – errors) 
•  D0 (dashes – errors) 
•  NNLO QCD 
•  NLO QCD 

•  Agreement with D0 within errors even  
    without EW corrections (D0 error not shown) 

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov to appear 
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The origin of the difference w/r to approximate NNLO 

•  It is better to look at the Cumulative differential asymmetry 
    (i.e. the inclusive asymmetry with a cut on PT,tt) 

•  Recall: the inclusive asymmetry is not an integral  
    over the differential one … 

•  Soft gluon resummation “operates” near PT,tt=0. The  
    Cumulative asymmetry will illustrate how AFB develops 
 
•  Cumulative PT,tt asymmetry: 
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FIG. 4: The PT,t¯t di↵erential asymmetry in pure QCD at
NLO (blue) and NNLO (orange). Error bands are from scale
variation only. For improved readability some bins are plotted
slightly narrower. The highest bins contain overflow events.

responding ratio for the numerator of the asymmetry is
1.34, which is even larger than that for AFB. Clearly the
corrections to both quantities are significantly di↵erent
from the ones in approximate NNLO. 5

The large di↵erence between AFB predicted in exact
and approximate NNLO can be understood from the
PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB. We recall that soft gluon re-
summation applies to kinematical configurations that re-
semble the Born one, i.e. it should mainly contribute to
the small PT,tt̄ bins.

As fig. 4 suggests, harder radiation generates a signif-
icant portion of the NNLO corrections. Looking at the
cumulative di↵erential asymmetry AFB(PT,tt̄  Pcut

T,tt̄)
and the corresponding cumulative numerator, not shown
here, we observe that in the first bin P cut

T,tt̄  10GeV

5

We refrain from directly comparing di↵erential asymmetries be-

cause in this work we define them through eq. (4) while the ones

in Ref. [20] are defined through eq. (5).

(where soft gluon resummation should be most relevant)
the NLO and NNLO numerators are practically equal,
i.e. the 10% shift from NLO to NNLO in the first bin
in fig. 4 is exclusively due to the di↵erence between
NLO and NNLO denominators. With the inclusion of
the next bins, however, the NLO and NNLO numera-
tors start to di↵er quite rapidly. We observe that about
50% of the di↵erence between the fully inclusive NLO
and NNLO numerators is generated by the second bin
10GeV  Pcut

T,tt̄  20GeV, while the remaining 50% of

the di↵erence comes from bins with P cut
T,tt̄ > 20GeV. Fur-

ther details will be given in a forthcoming publication.

Analysing the PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB, the CDF col-
laboration [2] noted that the discrepancy between data
and NLO QCD appears to be independent of PT,tt̄. It
is easy to see from fig. 4 that the di↵erence between
NNLO and NLO corrections to the PT,tt̄ asymmetry for
PT,tt̄ � 10GeV follow precisely this pattern and is, fur-
thermore, consistent with the analysis of Ref. [31].

The pdf uncertainties are generally small and have
not been included in the results of this paper. To es-
timate pdf uncertainties, we compute AFB in NLO QCD
with both NLO and NNLO pdf sets (MSTW2008 (68%
CL) [44]). In inclusive quantities like the inclusive AFB

and numerator in eq. (4), the pdf uncertainty is smaller
than the scale uncertainty by a factor between 2 and 4
and thus can be safely neglected. Similar pattern is ob-
served in the di↵erential asymmetry with the exception
of AFB(Mtt̄) in the two highest Mtt̄ bins. In these two
bins, we observe comparable in size pdf and scale uncer-
tainties, albeit both are rather asymmetric and point in
opposite directions. Therefore, realistic theory error es-
timate in the two largest Mtt̄ bins require the inclusion
of pdf uncertainty; the total uncertainty will then be ap-
proximately symmetric and equal in size to the larger
scale variation (the one facing down) depicted in fig. 3.

The Monte Carlo (MC) integration error in all our re-
sults is insignificant. Specifically, its relative contribution
to the inclusive asymmetry and cross-section is at the
permil and sub-permil levels, respectively. In di↵erential
distributions this error is at the few–permil level in each
bin. The relative MC error in the di↵erential asymme-
tries is typically below 1% in each bin, with the exception
of the largest Mtt̄ bin and the 60  PT,tt̄  70GeV bin
where it is about 1.5% (for central scales).

In summary, in this work we have computed the largest
missing SM correction to AFB from NNLO QCD. We
observe significant correction to the inclusive and di↵er-
ential asymmetry.

We thank Dante Amidei, Tom Ferbel, Amnon Harel,
Regina Demina and Jon Wilson for clarifications about
the experimental results. We also thank S. Dittmaier
for kindly providing us with his code for the evalu-
ation of the one-loop virtual corrections and Markus
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ü  It seems that approximate NNLO result (from resummation) 
 
   describes top quark distributions better than fully differential  
   NLO calculations. 

ü  However: diff. NLO calculations describe well the distributions  
    of top-decay products (leptons in particular). 
    Which is what’s measured! 

ü  Looking forward to the resolution of this in the near future … 

PT spectrum of a top quark (inferred) 

PT spectrum of the lepton in  
top quark decay (measured) ü  In the very high energy region top production necessitates  

   resummation of collinear logs. Recent work at NNLL: 

Kidonakis `12 

Ferroglia, Pecjak, Yang ‘13 

CMS PAS  
TOP-12-028 

CMS PAS  
TOP-12-028 

MC@NLO, POWHEG 

Notable difference between  
Various approximations 

ü  Differential distributions (known in approximate NNLO). Important in their own right and for 
getting NNLO PDF’s right. 
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ü  New preliminary results for the Tevatron in full NNLO QCD (no approximations): 

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov 
preliminary Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov 

preliminary 
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Expectations for future developments in ttbar production 
& 

list of current bottlenecks 
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ü  So far discussed past and current status. What about the future prospects? 

Ø  Fully differential partonic MC for top pair production in NNLO QCD 

Ø  Fully differential NNLO partonic MC with top decay in NWA. Top decay already known 
through NNLO: 

 
Ø  The next big milestone is to shower NNLO top production. 

•  Initially by using existing LL showers 
•  Will add a momentum in the direction of extending showers to NLL and beyond 
•  NNLO+PS is still a fairly new subject with first results for processes with simpler 

analytical structure (like H, Z).  

 
 
•  Extending showers to top production will require a general solution. Some activity: 

Gao, Li, Zhu ‘12 
Brucherseifer, Caola, Melnikov ‘13 

ü  What about current bottlenecks? 

Ø  NLO ttbar calculations are now extremely advanced. 
Ø  At NNLO the clear bottleneck is the fast evaluation of one-loop amplitudes for RV 

corrections to inclusive ttbar. 
Ø  Going farther into the future, if we want to have ttbar+jet etc also at NNLO we will need 

to develop ways of computing the required 2-loop amplitudes. This is a totally open 
problem at present. 

Hamilton, Nason, Re, Zanderighi ’13 
Hoeche, Li, Prestel ’14 
Karlberg, Re, Zanderighi ‘14 

Alioli, Bauer, Berggren, Tackmann, Walsh, Zuberi ‘13 
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Indeed, what a journey! 

Top at Twenty

For more information, visit: http://indico.fnal.gov/event/TopAtTwenty15
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